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quadrants a e, c e, e h, Ji k, k m, and m o, which continue to p, which completes the convex side of the scroll Then set off the width of the rail, from the convex sido at a to a, of the same radius, and from the centres of the first and second quadrants describe the arcs from a through the radius c and e to p, which completes the concave side of the scroll. Then apply the portion, / a, of straight rail, to the first quadrant. (It is always necessary to have a small portion of straight rail attached to the given plan of the scroll, and it should not be less in length than the required "overwood for obtaining the butt joint. If not attached, it will shorten the upper side of the twisted part of the scroll equal to the required overwood, and form an angle at the joint, when connected to the straight rail.) Then square across the rail at 11, and obtain the stretch-outs of the arcs, a c t, of the convex, also a c t, of the concave sides of the given part of the scroll, which stretch-outs are obtained in the same manner as the stretch-outs in the preceding plates; then d e will be the stretch-out of the concave act, and z y, the stretch-out of a c t, of the convex sides of the given part of the scroll.
To obtain the concave falling mould at F, Jig. 3, from the part of the given plan, Jig. 2.
Let a b c be the pitch-board, and divide c 5, the riser, into three equal parts ; then at the first part from c draw e / parallel to a c. Then obtain the length of the radius from the centre b to the convex c, fig. 2, of the first quadrant, and apply it upon the base line of the pitch-board, from a to v. Then obtain the point d upon the base of the falling mould, which is perpendicular to v, then take the concave stretch-out, d e, fig. 2, and apply it upon the base of said mould, from d to e; then from e set up the width of the mould to x; then apply the portion a / of straight rail, fig. 2, from d to / fig, 3, and erect the perpendicular / h, and draw h x parallel to g e, then square across the mould at g i and ex; then e x and g i will be the required joints, and / i the required overwood for g i. Then form the easing, and the concave falling mould will be complete.
The convex falling mould, F, fig. 4, is formed in the same manner from the convex points, fig. 3, as was the concave mould, fig. 3, from the concave points, fig. 2.

